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i wrote this book to help parents bring out the strength in their kids and more
importantly the common sense and the courage they need to lead them

toward success and life fulfillment. we must build a strong foundation of values
in our kids to prepare them for the journey in life. this is my humble effort to

inculcate the most fundamental values of india, mother india, shreemati rama,
- love, forgiveness, gratitude, acceptance, sharing, caring, humility, sense of

responsibility and the rest of it. this book is my first book in the big wide world
and what i learnt about myself and the world in the process. its a book of life

for all ages to enjoy. this is the result of my experience as a child
psychotherapist and marital counselor. i find that counseling works on many

levels. my aspiration is to provide insights, tools and support to parents to help
them raise their children right. i hope this book will benefit parents and help
them see their children through a different lens. i am a psychotherapist who
has been working in child therapy for last 18 years and a parenting coach for
last 2 decades. this book is my attempt to provide a comprehensive approach

to helping parents understand the essence of their child and help them see
their child from new perspectives. its unique approach for parents to help
them take actions to raise their kids. my third book is a collaborative effort

with my co-authors i.e. i have worked together on the cover designing, layout,
interior designing, editing and proofreading. i wanted to present the

fascinating aspects of indian mythology in a simple manner to parents and
children across the globe. i have learnt that now many of the children also
connect with mythologies. it seems it brings them closer to the part of their

culture. when we create more awareness for myths, they would bring in more
meaning to life. for us, going back to indian mythology is a sign of connecting

with our own roots.
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i decided to design a book for my kids as they are my priority in life. i have
been a parent for over 20 years and have observed the impact of education on
their lives. i was surprised to know that many kids are not knowing about their

own culture and history and its elements. i wanted to design a book that all
age group of children can enjoy and learn from. i believe that we parents are
the first teachers of our kids and we must impart good values to them. that's

what this book is all about. facts: i am a novelist, a storyteller and an educator.
i am a blogger, home maker, traveler, avid reader, wild nature lover and a
very compassionate mother. i am married to an actor-writer-producer and

together we are the parents of two beautiful girls and a young boy. this is my
journey. i am a graduate in computer science but since i was 13, i have had
interest in the sciences. i started reading science books and while doing this

for the last 15 years, i have read everything from physics, chemistry,
astronomy, biophysics, medicine and earth science to computer science. it is

time to brush up your college algebra skills! algebra - the latest edition for the
2011-2012 college curriculum has been published, and is available for free use

on amazon. it will help you overcome your big algebra algebra algebra
homework! cheapest acer aspire one ao751h drivers. acer, is a participant in
the amazon services llc associates program, an affiliate advertising program
designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising

and linking to amazon.com. 5ec8ef588b
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